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Abstract

9/11 prompts the theory of architecture to become a theory of the becoming of bodies and quasi-bodies of life. Adopting a methodological animism and a posture that couples affirmation and disaffirmation so as to exceed the limits of the structuration of the bodies and lives that sustain the subjects and objects of post-modernity, theory will guide architecture to take bodies to states at the edge of chaos where lines for the becoming of more mutually freeing bodies can open up. The concepts of this theory work with a form of imaging that permits concepts to act as quasi-bodies that are aware of their other – the other inside as well as outside their field of semiosis – and which are aware of themselves. These concepts seek truth as mutually freeing encompassment and remain open to continual reaffirmation by the lives lived by bodies. Their imaging directly becomes action in the fields of existence which they enter. This theory advances the concepts of mutual becoming inside one another together with the sister concept of the becoming of bodies as unfoldings-enfoldings through limit surfaces. These spatial concepts will enable theory to forge critical spatial order and form through which virtual bodies of a more freely encompassing nature may realize themselves. Theory sets the stage for a war over becoming bodies through spatial order, a war ruled by the principle of ecological mutuality according to which any form of life depends on freely granted reaffirmation by all that makes up its other.
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